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iPhone 13 — here's the one thing it needs for
me to upgrade
Shadowlands now supports Windows 10
ARM64. This means you can run WoW on
Windows 10 ARM64 devices. The new
support is testable in the Chains of
Domination Public Test Realm (PTR).
Been dying to play ...
Samsung Galaxy S10 Lite user manual
could’ve leaked

A recent series of five articles on
IPWatchdog address various aspects of
licensing cellular standard essential patents
on FRAND terms by examining statements
from entities involved with licensing.
Qualcomm security flaw could allow
hackers to listen to your calls,
millions of Android phones are
affected
The Samsung Galaxy M51 emerged
as the top-ranked device for its
overall performance. Lasting 80
hours in average usage, the Wiko
U30 is on the top of the autonomy
rankings.
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A security flaw found in Qualcomm
chips that dates back to the 1990s
could leave up to 30% of Android

phones vulnerable to hackers
listening to your calls, viewing
your texts, and more.

Google's 2021 I/O introduces Microsoft-
like productivity snippets and password
management among other items
The iOS-exclusive-invite-only
Clubhouse app is now on Android.
While you can download the app, you'll
need invites to start using it.
Everything There Is To Know So Far
About The New Wear OS
The Samsung Galaxy M51 emerged as
the top ranked device for its overall
performance. Lasting 80 hours in average
usage, the Wiko U30 is on the top of the
autonomy rankings.
Clubhouse Android App First Impression:
Anything New?
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The rumors so far point towards the iPhone 13
coming with an upgraded chipset, smaller
notch, improved cameras, and potentially the
return of Touch ID under the display. But the
most interesting ...
Samsung Galaxy M51 a winner on new
DXOMARK battery score
The new Wear OS is still probably months
away from now, but there are still some
things we know about what it brings to the
table. Google has been quiet ...
World of Warcraft: Shadowlands
gains Windows 10 ARM64 support
If you want to be really ahead of the
curve, you could consider an 8K
resolution screen. Here are the best 8K
TVs you can buy ...
Apple AirTag review: Finding your lost
keys has never been this easy
More rumors concerning the Samsung
Galaxy S10 Lite keep showing up. This
time we have an alleged user manual
for the device in Portuguese, and it
may give us a better idea of what to
expect from ...
Samsung stops updating the Galaxy S8
after four years
Google kicked off its developer I/O conference
yesterday with a relatively sluggish first half
keynote where the company walked through

some future tech not yet ready for prime time.
However, the ...
The SSPPU is the Appropriate Royalty
Base for FRAND Royalties for Cellular
SEPs
Bottom line: Samsung’s Galaxy S8 and S8+
recently reached end-of-life status with the
Korean tech giant, meaning it’ll no longer
receive security updates of any kind. In this
day and age ...
Everything Google Announced Today:
Android, AI, Holograms
The rumors so far point towards the
iPhone 13 coming with an upgraded
chipset, smaller notch, improved cameras,
and potentially the return of Touch ID
under the display. But the most interesting
...
iPhone 13 — I’ll ditch Android for this
one big upgrade
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Best smartwatches of 2021: Apple &
Samsung
A new wireless standard is looking to unify the
smart home and make operation easier for
users. We detail everything you need to know
about Matter.
Samsung Galaxy M51 scores high on
DXOMARK's new battery test
Even in an period of progressively lighter
notebooks, bigger thin-and-light laptop
computer choices just like the 15-inch

Samsung Galaxy Guide Professional 360 are
comparatively uncommon. Positive, ...
Samsung Galaxy Book Pro 360 review:
A beautiful thin-and-light PC
Google IO developer conference kicked
off with a two-hour keynote filled with
announcements. Here are the
highlights.

Google will have gathered a bucketload of
your private data, especially if you use
Android. What's worse, if you ever do
something the company doesn't ...
Can you make a de-Googled phone feel
like a Pixel? This custom ROM wants to
The scope of the mobile app market, as of Q4
2019, is the following – iOS device users have
1.84 million mobile apps to choose from and
the Google’s Android App Store boasts 2.57
million apps. The ...
Best 8K TVs 2021: the ultimate 8K
resolution televisions
Shopping for a smartwatch might seem
easy at first, but it can quickly become
daunting. If you're an iPhone user, you
clearly think of the Apple Watch first —
but it's 2021 and there are three
models ...
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